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Abstract—DRAM row and column sparing cannot efficiently
tolerate the increasing inherent fault rate caused by continued
process scaling. In-DRAM ECC (IECC), an appealing alterna-
tive to sparing, can resolve inherent faults without significant
changes to DRAM, but it is inefficient for highly-reliable sys-
tems where rank-level ECC (RECC) is already used against
operational faults. In addition, DRAM design in the near future
(possibly as early as DDR5) may transfer data in longer bursts,
which complicates high-reliability RECC due to fewer devices
being used per rank and increased fault granularity.

We propose dual use of on-chip redundancy (DUO), a mech-
anism that bypasses the IECC module and transfers on-chip
redundancy to be used directly for RECC. Due to its increased
redundancy budget, DUO enables a strong and novel RECC for
highly-reliable systems, called DUO SDDC. The long codewords
of DUO SDDC provide fundamentally higher detection and
correction capabilities, and several novel secondary-correction
techniques integrate together to further expand its correction
capability. According to our evaluation results, DUO shows per-
formance degradation on par with or better than IECC (average
2–3%), while consuming less DRAM energy than IECC (average
4–14% overheads). DUO provides higher reliability than either
IECC or the state-of-the-art ECC technique. We show the robust
reliability of DUO SDDC by comparing it to other ECC schemes
using two different inherent fault-error models.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As DRAM technology continues to scale, new reliability

challenges are emerging—scaling-induced inherent faults
occur during manufacturing and persist such that they may

later compound with operational faults that accumulate during

operation. Although inherent faults already exist in current

DRAM technology, their rate is low enough to be tolerated

with traditional row and column sparing techniques [1, 2].

However, sparing cannot tolerate the high inherent fault rate

expected as DRAM technology continues to scale [3, 4, 5].

In response to this new challenge, both industry and

academia are exploring alternatives to row and column sparing.

One such alternative is In-DRAM error checking and correct-
ing (IECC) codes [4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. With IECC, storage and

ECC logic are embedded in each DRAM device to encode

data written into DRAM and correct it before transmission

back over the memory channel. IECC presents a (mostly)

unchanged DRAM external interface and it does not expose

scaling errors outside of the DRAM itself. This is why IECC

is appealing despite the additional on-chip redundancy with

6.25% or 12.5% capacity overheads.1 However, IECC presents

inefficiencies because of how it interacts with internal DRAM

operations and, because highly-reliable systems must also

rely on rank-level ECC (RECC) with its own redundancy for

tolerating severe operational faults such as device failures.

For some DRAM organizations, the IECC codeword length

does not match the granularity of data transfer, thus requiring

more data to be fetched within the DRAM than the same

design without IECC (Section III-A). Furthermore, this same

mismatch turns every write operation into a read-modify-write

to update the entire IECC codeword. When IECC is combined

with an independent RECC, overall redundancy is higher than

necessary for a given level of reliability.
We propose dual use of on-chip redundancy (DUO), an

alternative to IECC. DUO introduces an IECC bypass mode
to directly transfer on-chip redundancy over the memory

channel, exposing this redundancy to the RECC. DUO can

be implemented without any significant changes to current

DRAM design, while avoiding the performance and energy

overheads of IECC (encoding/decoding, overfetch, and read-

modify-write). DUO provides higher performance, energy

efficiency, and reliability than prior work—reliability improves

because instead of investing in weak in-DRAM protection,

DUO invests all the available DRAM redundancy in a single

powerful code. DUO presumes that DRAM vendors will

include on-chip redundancy and IECC because it is necessary

for low-cost systems and because array designs are common

across segments. The DUO techniques are applicable to

configurations without on-chip redundancy that have increased

rank-level chip redundancy instead. However, due to space

constraints we are unable to discuss this scenario.
We discuss DUO protection for different DRAM configura-

tions, including for lower-reliability systems (i.e., non-ECC

DIMMs), high-reliability systems and future interfaces with

narrower ranks as expected with DDR5. For high reliability,

combining the on-chip redundancy with rank-level chip redun-

dancy across a rank enables a novel and strong RECC—DUO
SDDC. By carefully utilizing the full available redundancy in

a coordinated manner, DUO SDDC simultaneously tolerates

both inherent and severe (chip-level) operational faults.
DUO effectively unifies IECC and RECC by exposing

1Although this is a design choice, 6.25% ECC redundancy is preferred
because of the cost sensitivity of the DRAM industry; 12.5% redundancy
results in >10% area overhead [3].
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IECC
XED [13] DUO

+SDDC [14]

IECC (6.25%) SEC SEC Bypass

Encoding/decoding yes yes no

Overfetch yes yes no

Read-modify-write yes yes no

Cooperation
N/A

IECC IECC
by exposing result redundancy

RECC RS(18,16) Parity RS(76,64),BCH

SDDC method SSC / codeword RAID-3 Burst erasure

Coverage overlap
yes yes no

w/ IECC

Tab. I: Comparison with prior work. IECC provides weak pro-
tection (single-bit error correction) and degrades performance.
DUO bypasses IECC and uses longer codewords and novel
decoding techniques. DUO requires extra bus beats, similar
to optional CRC in DDR4 [15]. RS and SSC stand for Reed–
Solomon and single symbol correction.

on-chip redundancy in order to achieve higher reliability

while avoiding the overhead of IECC (Tab. I). This is very

different from some recent work that proposes cooperation

between IECC and RECC instead. Son et al. [12] show

that a poor combination of RECC and IECC offers lower

reliability than expected from the RECC. XED [13] suggests

that an efficient single device data correcting (SDDC)2 using

the IECC primarily for detection, and a parity-based RECC

along with complex diagnostics procedures for correction.

XED exposes the outcome of IECC detection to the RECC

but not the redundant information itself. The error-coverage

of XED against simultaneous errors in multiple devices

is hampered by the weak IECC, which offers weak per-

device correction with a single-error-correcting (SEC) code.

In terms of runtime overhead, XED requires additional checks

for handling overlapped errors. These procedures are time-

consuming and rely on untested, yet very logical, assumptions

about the distribution of errant bits.

In summary, we make the following key contributions:

• We propose DUO for stronger and more performant

protection than solutions that rely on in-DRAM error

checking and/or correcting. DUO bypasses IECC mech-

anisms, exposes on-chip redundancy to the memory

controller, and combines the internal redundant bits with

the redundancy of the RECC. DUO enables the RECC

to efficiently handle both inherent and coarse-grained

operational faults simultaneously. This is unique from all

prior approaches that propose some awareness between

the IECC and RECC.
• We describe and evaluate a novel decoding scheme for

DUO SDDC that incorporates burst-erasure decoding

based on standard RS code to better tolerate scenarios

with overlapping coarse-grained operational faults and

bit-level inherent faults with a novel half-symbol correc-

tion scheme for fully utilizing all redundant bits to further

increase fault coverage.

2SDDC is also referred to as chipkill, extended ECC, and ChipSpare by
IBM, Oracle, and HP, respectively.

• We introduce a new reliability challenge of strong pro-

tection for future DRAM. We show that DUO SDDC

achieves far higher reliability than previously-published

ideas that also use a single redundant device per rank

(up to 1650× lower DUE and 15300× lower SDC

probabilities than XED at high inherent fault rates).
• We evaluate the performance impact and the improved

reliability of DUO. DUO SDDC exhibits both better

performance and better power efficiency when compared

to IECC [3, 4, 9, 11] and the state of the art XED [13].

This efficiency advantage is a result of avoiding the mis-

match between IECC codeword length and the DRAM

interface width; at the same time, DUO SDDC offers

higher reliability than either IECC or XED.
• We evaluate a range of DRAM organizations, including

ones without ECC DIMMs, and show that DUO is far

superior to alternatives in all cases.
• We show the reliability robustness of DUO by evaluating

it and comparing to other ECC schemes with two different

models for inherent faults; one model follows prior work

and treats all inherent faults as permanent while the other

is inspired by research studies of scaling faults [11, 16,

17, 18] and it models inherent errors as a combination of

permanent and intermittent faults.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Current DRAM Reliability Challenges

Terminology. An error is a discrepancy between the in-

tended and actual state of a system, and a fault is a physical

phenomenon or a defect that may cause an error [19]. A

transient fault is introduced by some temporary environmental

impetus (e.g., a high-energy particle strike), whereas a per-
manent fault is an irreversible physical defect that continually

produces errors (e.g., a stuck-at bit) [20]. Permanent faults that

manifest errors at irregular intervals are called intermittent.
A severe error that exceeds the correction capability of an

ECC code can be flagged as a Detectable but Uncorrectable
Error (DUE). In the case of miscorrection or missed detection,

incorrect data escapes from the error control system, resulting

in a possible Silent Data Corruption (SDC). DUE and SDC

will typically result in disruption or failure to the systems.

For computing systems, reliability indicates the continuity of

service without a failure [19], often measured in Failures In
Time (FIT—1 failure in 1 billion hours).

Inherent faults. DRAM scaling induces more inherent

faults within a DRAM array by causing a greater fraction of

cells to not operate within their design parameters. There are

several reasons why scaling the already small one-transistor

one-capacitor DRAM cell array increases the incidence of

manufacturing faults. For example, increased aspect ratio due

to scaling makes maintaining the required charges for correct

operation more difficult [4, 5]. In addition, the narrower pitch

due to scaling can result in more disturbance errors [21].

According to a recent industry study, the inherent fault rates
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in 20nm and sub-20nm DRAM technologies may already be

within 10-4–10-6 [3]. Recent studies [5, 12] have shown that it

is challenging to efficiently remap this increasing number of

inherently faulty cells, even assuming that all inherent faults

are permanent and can be identified during test. Specifically, a

dramatic increase in the area overhead (from <10% to about

40%) is expected when the inherent fault rate increases from

10-7 to 10-6 if the inherent faults are handled by a remapping

scheme [3]. This prohibitive area overhead will likely prevent

inherent faults from being handled by sparing alone.

While the details of inherent faults are proprietary infor-

mation, prior studies have observed that they may manifest

as random bit errors [17, 18, 22] due to the variable retention
time (VRT) phenomenon. Some DRAM cells occasionally

discharge too rapidly for a fixed refresh interval, generating

retention errors. These intermittent inherent faults generate

errors randomly and infrequently, so they could not be detected

during the testing phase of manufacturing. If faults are not iden-

tified before they cause errors, sparing becomes ineffective.

Retention errors due to VRT are already a source of random

DRAM errors and they are expected to increase in finer-pitch

DRAM technologies [3]. If future scaling trends exacerbate

VRT and induce more frequent intermittent inherent faults, we

can expect their impact on DRAM reliability to be even more

severe then their increased rates imply [23].

IECC. Academics and DRAM vendors are considering in-

corporating ECC in the DRAM chips themselves (IECC) [4, 6,

7, 8, 9, 10, 11]. When writing data, IECC generates ECC check

bits internally within each DRAM chip and stores them into

redundant array storage. This redundant storage resides within

each chip and is likely associated with each memory mat/tile

(though other organizations are possible). When reading data,

IECC also reads the check bits and attempts to correct any

errors. The check bits are not transferred out of the chip,

and used to correct single-bit errors and (hopefully) transfer

data that is free from scaling-induced errors to the memory

controller. Despite its costs and limitations, IECC has been

considered for low-power commodity DRAMs to improve

yield and decrease operational voltage [3, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11], as

well as for refresh reduction [8, 24].

Operational faults. Operational faults are also a significant

concern for highly-reliable systems [20, 25, 26, 27, 28]. Field

measurements on the 1.75 PFLOP Jaguar supercomputer,

for example, show one DRAM operational error every 10

seconds [20]. Larger systems that are used in datacenters

and future supercomputers will likely suffer from even more

frequent DRAM errors as such systems aggressively increase

memory capacities to scale with growing workloads [29].

While most operational faults manifest as single bit errors (e.g.,

91% in IBM servers [30]), high-performance computers re-

quire stronger protection against coarse-grained faults such as

device failures. SDDC can restore the data from a completely

failed device within a rank and improve memory reliability

significantly by correcting 99.94% of all errors [30] and

achieving 42× better uncorrectable error rate than common

bit-level ECC [20]. As a result, SDDC has become the de

facto memory reliability standard and most high reliability

systems employ SDDC protection to meet their reliability

goals [14, 27, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36].

B. Related Work

Long codeword ECC. In general, an ECC with a longer

codeword provides higher reliability than one with a shorter

codeword. For example, BambooECC [37] uses a RS code

with a codeword at the cache-line granularity. Long codewords

provide far safer detection (flagging virtually 100% of errors).

Because of a symbol layout that matches DRAM internal

structure, BambooECC can handle up to 4 independent pin

faults or a coarse-grained fault such as a device failure. For

example, BambooECC can correct up to 4 error symbols from

different devices that cannot be corrected by conventional

SDDC schemes. Thus, the overall reliability of BambooECC

is higher than that of other SDDC schemes. Besides inheriting

longer codeword idea, DUO incorporates novel decoding

techniques to efficiently handle coarse-grained operational

faults as well as multiple inherent faults.

Coordination with IECC. XED [13] proposes coopera-

tion between IECC and RECC to provide efficient SDDC

protection against device failure. XED repurposes the IECC

to detect errors from each device so as to correct any detected

errors by using a RAID-like parity code at the rank-level.

In the common case, only a single device reports an error,

making RAID correction efficient and simple. Unlike DUO,

XED does not expose the redundant information directly to

the rank level. Instead, when the basic correction flow above

fails, for example, if more than a single device reports an

error, XED resorts to quite-complex protocols because the

rank-level parity correction that relies on a single known

error location will fail. First, if multiple devices report errors,

XED blocks memory traffic to the rank and switches it to In-

DRAM single-bit error correction (SEC) mode. Each device

attempts its own correction, which is then verified by the rank-

level parity. Second, achieving SDDC-level correction in the

presence of scaling errors is more complex with XED because

the IECC cannot correct, and sometimes not even detect, such

errors. To solve this, XED enters a diagnostics mode that

attempts to discern which chip (or row) failed; the diagnostics

reads, at least, the entire row buffer and takes a minimum of

128×5ns(tCCDL) = 0.64ms.

To summarize, XED aims at efficient SDDC protection

utilizing IECC with small changes in memory interface and

protocols, such as catchword and XED-enable. Our evaluation

shows that the effectiveness of XED’s decoding strategy, with

IECC3 detecting failed chip or correcting only single bit

3The IECC used by XED is the ATM8-CRC code, which can detect errors
well and correct a single error. While Nair et al. [13] use it as a (72,64) code
with 12.5% on-chip redundancy, our evaluation uses the same code design
with 6.25% as a (136, 128) code.
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errors, is insufficient to achieve high reliability in important

scenarios. Rather than relying on IECC, DUO rearchitects on-

chip redundancy and adds novel decoding ideas to achieve high

reliability; rearchitecting on-chip redundancy leads to extra

transfers, which can be easily incorporated within memory

interfaces; e.g., DDR4 already supports multiple burst lengths

for optional write CRC.

III. MOTIVATIONAL CHALLENGES

A. Costs and Limitations of IECC

Costs. While IECC is appealing in that the DRAM interface

is essentially free from any scaling-induced errors, it suffers

from significant overheads from encoding and decoding the

on-chip ECC check bits. Redundant check-bit storage and

ECC logic blocks are necessary within each chip; more

importantly, IECC decoding degrades performance and energy

efficiency [4, 8]. First, IECC decoding increases memory

column command timing parameters to provision time for

the ECC decoding logic.

Second, a mismatch between the DRAM interface width

and the IECC codeword length can exist for commonly-

used narrow chips. Each DRAM chip contributes only a

small number of bits to each memory transfer—32 bits for

a ×4 DDR4 DRAM and 64 bits for a ×8 device, whereas

a longer 136-bit IECC codeword has a low 6.25% storage

redundancy. For a (136,128) single-bit error correcting (SEC)

code, therefore, 136 bits need to be fetched for every 32-bit

access in a ×4 DRAM chip (Fig. 1a).4 This internal overfetch

consumes more power by activating and reading more cells

for both read and write commands [4].

Lastly, the internal overfetch imposes additional delays for

write commands due to read-modify-write operations. For a

write operation, first the old data must be decoded by IECC

after fetching via an internal read command, which takes

several nanoseconds (Fig. 1b). This is because 96 bits must

be fetched from the old codeword to encode and write the

new 136-bit codeword (read-modify-write). Hence, the latency

for consecutive writes to the same bank group (tCCDL_WR)

roughly doubles. Due to the above reasons, IECC reduces

performance of memory-intensive applications by 5-10% on

average, even with optimistic DRAM timing parameters [3].

Limitations. It is hoped that IECC is an effective solution to

address inherent faults, assuming that RECC can still be used

for operational faults. For highly-reliable systems, however,

IECC can amplify errors by miscorrecting them, potentially

increasing reliance on the RECC. Note that IECC is innately

weaker than RECC because of its per-device operation and

short codewords. In fact, for some choices of IECC and weak

RECC, protection may actually worsen [12].

Error accumulation. Scaling errors may be intermittent

(e.g., VRT errors) and can thus accumulate over time, unless

4Each subarray contributes 8 (or 4) bits [37] and 136-bit overfetch can be
done by accessing 16 (32) data and 1 (2) redundant subarrays.
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(a) ECC layout of a ×4 ECC DIMM
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(b) Timing diagram
Fig. 1: IECC. (a) IECC results in overfetch. For each 32-bit data,
a chip should read and write a 136-bit codeword due to IECC
encoding/decoding (data size mismatch). At the rank-level, a
memory transfer block (of 512-bit data) can be encoded as four
8-bit RS(18,16) codewords (green dotted boxes) for SDDC [14].
(b) IECC results in read-modify-write overhead. Since a 32-bit
data write modifies IECC redundant bits, the remaining IECC
codeword should be read first. Thus, a longer column-to-column
delay (tCCDL_WR) is needed.

they are corrected in a timely manner. Memory scrubbing is a

common technique for periodically reading memory and cor-

recting any observed errors to prevent such accumulation [38].

Since IECC can correct single bit errors when reading data, it

can provide partial scrubbing. However, the effect of this in-

DRAM scrubbing is limited to the read and overfetched data

during operation and it is unlikely that all error accumulation

can be eliminated by reads and writes alone. While it appears

that refresh operations are similar to reads, refresh cannot

be used with IECC for scrubbing memory. For cost reasons,

IECC decoders are likely placed at or near the I/O slice with

likely one decoder per bank, or possibly one per bank group

[3, 11]. Refresh operations are handled entirely within the

mats (DRAM sub-arrays) and do not move data to the bank

edge. In-DRAM scrubbing requires this extra quite-costly

movement. Furthermore, each refresh is for multiple rows

(2M bits per refresh for 16Gb DRAM) but decoder throughput

is at most 128b per access, and thus scrubbing simply cannot

be done at refresh rate. Instead, any In-DRAM scrubbing is

likely to have a period of 2Mb/128b∗64ms = 1048s. RECC,

including DUO, can scrub at such a period with <0.1% impact

on memory throughput and power.

B. Reliability Challenges for Future Interfaces

The maximum data transfer rate of DRAM interfaces

has continuously increased over time, whereas the maxi-

mum internal array frequency has remained fixed (at about

200MHz) [15, 39, 40]. Unless addressed, this frequency dis-
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parity results in a performance penalty as a result bubbles
between data transfers. These bubbles can be avoided by

increasing the data transfer granularity. More bits are accessed

internally in parallel and then transferred as a burst over the

fast interface. The burst length, also called the DRAM prefetch

depth, doubled between DDR and DDR2 as well as between

DDR2 and DDR3. An alternative solution to coarser access

granularities is bank grouping, which was adopted in the

GDDR5 and DDR4 standards. Bank grouping enables bubble-

less data transfer so long as back-to-back transfers target banks

in different bank groups. However, bank grouping can degrade

performance considerably by requiring a longer column-to-

column delay (tCCDL) within the same bank group.

Because the DDR3 to DDR4 transition did not involve

deeper DRAM prefetch, it is quite possible that the DDR4

to DDR5 transition will. Assuming prefetch size is doubled

and that others parameters remain the same (e.g., a cache

line size of 64B and the same width for each DRAM device),

the number of data devices in a rank will be halved. This

implies that the number of redundant devices in a rank

must also be halved to maintain the 12.5% redundancy

level; only a single ×4 redundant device will be available

with a 32-bit wide rank and a 64B access granularity. This

poses a challenge in achieving high reliability as seen today

with ×8 DDR4-generation ranks, which cannot provide true

SDDC protection. For example, current chipkill-level, SDDC

protection techniques will require more than 12.5% rank-level

chip redundancy if a rank is only composed of 8 burst-16 data

chips [14, 30, 31, 32]; in fact, the necessary redundancy for

this organization grows to 25% (10 x4 chips per rank overall).

Alternatively, the access granularity may increase to 128B, but

such coarse granularity results in poor bandwidth utilization

for many applications [41, 42, 43]. In the rest of the paper, we

refer to this speculative DDR5 configuration as DDR5∗.

IV. DUAL USE OF ON-CHIP REDUNDANCY

We present dual use of on-chip redundancy (DUO), which

repurposes the on-chip redundant bits thus incorporates them

within a strong RECC. DUO enables higher reliability than

IECC and other state of the art ECC protection schemes

(e.g., XED[13]). DUO achieves this high reliability with three

unique features: (1) DUO bypasses IECC so that the on-

chip redundancy is exposed directly at the rank-level ECC,

where it can be most efficiently used, (2) DUO utilizes long

codewords that guarantee high detection capability and offer

unified corrections at the cache-line granularity, which are

unconstrained by error patterns, and (3) DUO supports novel

ECC designs to expand its correction capability.

DUO is not limited to a specific ECC scheme and the DUO

concept itself is about how to use on-chip redundancy in an

alternative way. We discuss how DUO can be used for SDDC

protection with, and without, rank-level chip redundancy and

how DUO provides flexibility in the use of redundancy even

in configurations that only aim for a low level of reliability.
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(a) ECC layout of a DDR4 ×4 ECC DIMM
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(b) Timing diagram
Fig. 2: DUO. (a) Bypassing IECC avoids overfetch. Instead,
an extra transfer burst is necessary to transmit the on-chip
redundancy (32+2 bits are read and transferred from each chip).
At the rank-level, the transferred on-chip redundant bits enable
to encode a longer RS(76,64) codeword (details in Section 4.3).
(b) Bypassing IECC results in an extra transfer, which corre-
sponds to one additional cycle (two additional beats). This extra
transfer degrades performance only for consecutive accesses to
the different bank groups.

For high-reliability systems that aim to tolerate severe errors,

including device failure, DUO SDDC provides SDDC pro-

tection with symbol-based Reed–Solomon (RS) codes. For

lower-reliability systems that only aim to tolerate scaling

errors (i.e., similar to configurations today that cannot tolerate

operational faults), DUO VRT (VRT is a primary cause of

scaling errors) focuses on single-bit correction with Bose–

Chaudhuri–Hocquenghem (BCH) codes [44] (Section IV-B).

A. IECC Bypass

Prior work uses the on-chip redundant bits for internal

single-bit error correction (or internal detection for XED).

Hence, data is transferred to the memory controller after

only weak correction/detection. Instead of investing in weak

protection within each DRAM device, DUO uses the same

amount of on-chip redundancy as an integral part of the RECC.

This alternative use of on-chip redundancy can be obtained by

adding an IECC bypass mode to the DRAM interface.

In bypass mode, IECC is disabled and the on-chip redundant

bits associated with each memory access are read or written

directly by the memory controller. Since only a few redundant

bits are transferred (Fig. 2a), the bypass mode requires a 9-

beat burst rather than the original 8-beat burst or a 17-beat

rather than a 16-beat burst with DDR5∗. The double data-rate

(DDR) bus design may not be compatible with an odd beat

count. Back-to-back reads or writes need to be on whole clock

boundaries, so only turn-around cycles (R-W, W-R, rank-to-

rank) with a half clock of slack time will benefit from an odd
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burst length. Hence, we evaluate DUO a bit pessimistically

with a 10-beat burst (Tab. VI).

Implementation. Bypass mode is implementable and the

vast majority of design details (including DRAM addressing)

remain the same. DRAM internal implementations (mats

and datapath to IECC encoder) must already support on-

chip redundancy, and thus only a small extension to the I/O

serializer datapath (with data masking) is needed for DUO.

Subarrays can be selectively accessed by a simple MUX

and redundancy can be masked. Instead of IECC encoder

output, this masked data in bypass mode is transferred through

the I/O serializer. We expect that these implementations are

straightforward though the details strongly depend on internal

DRAM designs. Note that current DDR4 DRAM already

supports 10-beat bursts with write CRC, and DUO bypass is

conceptually similar. A DUO-enabled system does not rely on

IECC for reliability. We therefore expect that DRAM vendors

will choose to fuse Bypass vs. IECC mode in the factory;

IECC is still important for consumer-oriented systems and as

an alternative solution and the differences between the two

chips are minimal. This practice is common in the DRAM

industry [45, 46, 47].

Performance trade-offs. DUO requires additional bus

transfers, but also saves overheads associated with IECC

encoding and decoding. The evaluation results we present later

suggest that the performance benefits outweigh the bandwidth

overheads. Although every DRAM read or write requires

one additional bus cycle, the additional cycle rarely has a

significant impact on performance (Fig. 2b). This is not only

because bandwidth does not always bound performance, but

also because consecutive accesses to the same bank group have

no overhead (i.e., tCCDL remains the same). The additional

cycle only affects consecutive accesses to different bank

groups (tCCDS = 5tCK). While not always adding overhead,

DUO avoids the decoding latency of IECC, which takes

several nanoseconds [3]. More importantly, the bypass mode

solves the size mismatch problem between data transfer and

IECC codeword granularities, which is the reason for its

internal overfetch and performance and power degradation.

Wide I/O interface IECC bypass is the general concept of

redirecting on-chip redundancy to be used at the rank level. For

a DDR-like off-package memory interface, we propose and

evaluate transferring on-chip redundancy using an additional

bus transfer (lengthening the transfer burst). However, for

an on-package interface, like HBM, extra TSVs could be

used, which is preferable as HBM burst lengths are short.

Thus, bypassing IECC does not result in prohibitively high

overheads even in a wide I/O interface. Note that IECC does

not suffer from overfetch with a wide I/O interface. However,

exposing the on-chip redundancy allows for more flexible and

customized ECC at the memory controller.

B. DUO VRT

DUO can achieve higher reliability than IECC even for

redundancy 6.25% 12.5%

# of
result

In-DRAM DUO BCH In-DRAM DUO BCH
errors 4·SEC TEC 8·SECDED HEC

1 CE 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%

2
CE 74.99% 100.00% 87.49% 100.00%

DUE 2.93% 0.00% 12.51% 0.00%
SDC 22.08% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00%

3
CE 37.43% 100.00% 65.60% 100.00%

DUE 7.63% 0.00% 33.52% 0.00%
SDC 54.94% 0.00% 0.88% 0.00%

4
CE 9.33% 0.00% 41.04% 100.00%

DUE 13.09% 99.99% 55.84% 0.00%
SDC 77.58% 0.01% 3.12% 0.00%

5
CE 0.00% 0.00% 20.48% 100.00%

DUE 18.65% 98.75% 73.70% 0.00%
SDC 81.35% 1.25% 5.82% 0.00%

6
CE 0.00% 0.00% 7.68% 100.00%

DUE 24.14% 99.99% 84.95% 0.00%
SDC 75.86% 0.01% 7.37% 0.00%

Tab. II: Error coverage of DUO VRT. (CE: corrected error)

lower-reliability systems where no rank-level redundancy

exists. DUO enables unified multi-bit correction for each

memory transfer block. We proposed to use BCH codes [44]

and call this ECC option DUO VRT because it is intended

primarily for scaling errors. Suppose a DDR4-like ×16

or DDR5∗-like ×8 non-ECC DIMM is used. If IECC is

used, in terms of reliability, up to 4 single-bit errors can

be corrected (single-bit error correction per 136b IECC

codeword). However, these 4 errors must be distributed across

the SEC codewords; double-bit errors within a codeword are

uncorrectable (and some may even be miscorrected). That

is, a maximum of 4 bit-errors can be corrected under the

constraint that no two errors are located in the same codeword.

With DUO, a triple-bit error correcting (TEC) BCH code is

possible with the same 32 redundant bits for every 512 data

bits transfered. In general, a t-correcting BCH code of length

upto 2m −1 requires m× t-bit redundancy. Hence, 30 out of

the 32 redundant bits can be used for the TEC BCH code. The

TEC correction is more flexible and any three bit-errors within

a memory transfer can be corrected. The remaining 2 bits can

be used to improve detection coverage outside the primary

BCH correction (Section V-B). While it may seem that TEC

DUO VRT is inferior, as it can only correct three errors while

IECC can correct 4, the flexibility in where those errors occur

makes DUO VRT far more reliable. Tab. II compares the error-

coverage against multi-bit errors of DUO VRT and IECC,

assuming scaling errors are uniformly randomly distributed.

C. DUO SDDC

An even more compelling use of DUO is for highly-reliable

memory. We design DUO SDDC, which uses RS codes

combined with novel decoding techniques to expand error

coverage. In the rest of this section, we describe how the

codewords are organized and discuss the capabilities of the

standard RS codes used as the primary correction.

DUO SDDC codeword layout. DUO SDDC efficiently

protects DRAM against both fine-grained inherent faults and

coarse-grained operational faults. For this purpose, DUO

SDDC uses a long single ECC codeword for each memory
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(c) DDR4 ×4 non-ECC DIMM
Fig. 3: DUO codeword layouts for a memory transfer block. (a-b)
With 6.25% on-chip redundancy, DUO SDDC uses 8b RS(76,64)
and 4b parity between on-chip redundancy. (c) With 12.5% on-
chip redundancy, DUO SDDC for DDR4 ×4 non-ECC DIMM
uses 8b RS(72,64).

transfer block. In the case of 6.25% on-chip and 12.5% rank-

level chip redundancy, this corresponds to 512-bit data and

100-bit redundancy (Fig. 2a). For example, DUO SDDC for

a DDR4 ×4 ECC DIMM can use an RS(76,64) 8-bit symbol

code with a single codeword spanning the entire transfer

block; each codeword is comprised of 64 data symbols and 12

check symbols (Fig. 3a). Each codeword does not include

an additional 4 bits (6.25% on-chip redundancy from the

redundant chips) that does not form a full symbol. This 4-

bit half-symbol redundancy is utilized to improve correction

coverage (Section V-B). This DUO SDDC codeword organi-

zation is flexible and applies to DDR4 channels with ×4 or

×8 devices as well as DDR5∗ ×4 configuration (Fig. 3b). A

similar layout with, an RS(72,64) code, applies to DDR4 ×4

non-ECC DIMMs with 12.5% on-chip redundancy (Fig. 3c).

Primary correction. The RS decoding is the primary

correction of DUO SDDC. In general, RS(n,k) can correct

up to � n−k
2 � error symbols—simply, two check symbols are

needed to correct one errors symbol. That is, an RS(76,64)

codeword has 12 check symbols and a conventional RS

decoder can correct up to 6 erroneous symbols. The primary

correction of DUO SDDC can handle almost all error patterns

from inherent and fine-grained operational faults. Even for

DDR4 ×4 non-ECC DIMM with 12.5% on-chip redundancy,

the redundancy corresponds to 8 check symbols and hence up

to 4 independent error symbols can be corrected.

However, the correction capability of primary decoding

may not be enough to efficiently handle also device failures

in addition to scaling errors. For a DDR4 ×4 ECC DIMM,

we can correct only one more error symbol after correcting

single device failure: only 2 check symbols remain if 10 check

symbols are used to correct the 5 error symbols from the failed
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Fig. 4: Overall decoding flow of DUO SDDC. Primary correction
relies on the conventional decoding of RS(76,64), and secondary
correction relies on both burst decoding and on-chip redun-
dancy parity.

device. Furthermore, the primary correction cannot directly

handle a single device failure in a DDR4 ×8 ECC DIMM or a

narrow-rank DDR5∗ ECC DIMM (Fig. 3b) because primary

correction cannot correct the 9 erroneous symbols from a

failed device using its 12 check symbols (18 redundant check

symbols are needed). Similarly, 8 check symbols are not

enough to handle device failure with DDR4 ×4 non-ECC

DIMM (Fig. 3c). We propose a novel secondary decoding to

expand this limited correction capability below.

V. EXPANDING CORRECTION CAPABILITY

To expand the correction capability of the conventional RS

decoder, we develop a new decoding scheme for DUO. This

scheme combines two techniques: (1) burst erasure decoding

to efficiently handle coarse-grained operational faults and (2)

on-chip redundancy parity to handle more inherent faults

after a coarse-grained operational fault occurs. Secondary

correction is activated when primary correction fails due to

coarse-grained operational faults. Fig. 4 depicts the overall

decoding flow of DUO SDDC.

A. Burst Erasure Decoding

The primary correction of DUO SDDC can correct up to

six independent symbol errors. However, it cannot efficiently

handle coarse-grained operational faults such as a device

failure when multiple scaling errors also occur. We propose to

use a burst erasure decoding technique for RS codes that can

correct both errors and erasures efficiently [48]—in coding

theory, errors refer to erroneous symbols at unknown locations,

while erasures are errors whose location is known. Erasure

decoding needs only one check symbol for correcting each

erasure. Thus, if the location of the failed device is known,

all the errors from that device can be efficiently corrected as

erasures. For a DDR4 ×8 ECC DIMM or DDR5∗ ×4 ECC

DIMM, a single device failure can be handled with only 9

check symbols. Three check symbols are then available to

tolerate an additional scaling error—two check symbols are

enough for correction with the third used to improve detection
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coverage. Even for the DDR4 ×4 non-ECC DIMM with

12.5% on-chip redundancy, 5 out of 8 check symbols can

be used to handle a single device failure. Again, 3 check

symbols are available for tolerating scaling errors. Erasure

decoding is even more effective for DDR4 ×4 ECC DIMMs;

10 check symbols can be used to correct all errors from two

failed devices, and the remaining 2 check symbols can be used

to additionally correct one error symbol.

To use burst erasure decoding, the locations of all erroneous

symbols that are treated as erasures must be known. However,

when an operational fault occurs, the location is not known.

We propose to use a brute force decoding search: burst erasure

decoding is serially attempted, with each attempt assuming a

different device has failed. Intuitively, attempting erasure RS

decoding [48] with a wrong device is the same as trying to

correct more errors than the RS code is capable of correcting.

The decoder detects such cases with extremely high probability

and incorrectly “succeeds” only when the code miscorrects.

The impact of such wrong locating results on reliability is

negligible, as shown in our evaluation.

RAID and other parity codes blindly erase and reconstruct

data based on the reported error locations and do not attempt a

search. This is faster, but leads to miscorrections when an error

location is wrong. As a result, prior approaches that rely on

a separate detection code, including XED ([13, 43, 49]), have

error-coverage holes. The magnitude of these holes depends

on the strength of the code used for detection, which is often

limited by short codewords and limited redundancy.

The erasure RS decoding we propose for DUO SDDC [48]

is not susceptible to such miscorrections because it performs

an exhaustive search on all possible erasure locations (as-

suming these are constrained to failed chips). Unless the

tested location is correct, the decoder will report an error

with high probability, eventually yielding the correct failure

location. The exhaustive search fails if multiple attempts

succeed (i.e., an attempt actually miscorrects), but such cases

can be detected and handled as DUEs. Although not analyzed

separately, all our simulation results this scenario.

Both the DDR4 ×8 ECC DIMM and DDR5∗ ×4 ECC

DIMM require only 9 trials. The DDR4 ×4 ECC DIMM

requires 18 trials to diagnose a single failed device. In the rare

event that the DDR4 ×4 ECC DIMM suffers from two failed

devices, it requires up to
(

18
2

)
= 153 trials in order to diagnose

the faulty device locations. Because operational faults are very

rare and the primary RS decoding of DUO SDDC suffices

for scaling errors, this brute-force decoding search happens

very infrequently. DUO SDDC avoids repeated searches by

logging the location of the previously identified failed device.

This information is used as a hint for where to start the erasure

decoding. A wrong hint leads to an initial decoding failure,

after which the full search is immediately performed. The

hint requires just 5 bits per rank and is stored in the memory

controller. There is no need to retain this information between

boots.
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(b) Double device error + errors in data and on-chip
check bits (uncorrectable but most likely detected)
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(c) Double device error + single scaling error in on-chip
redundancy (corrected by burst erasure)

Fig. 5: Decoding scenarios with DUO SDDC. (a) a common
correctable case of ORP where errors at on-chip redundancy
of failed device are corrected by ORP and two inherent faults
in data are corrected with saved check symbols. (b) an uncor-
rectable case of ORP with two scaling errors when one or both
are in the check bits; such an error is uncorrectable but it is still
likely detected. (c) another common correctable case where we
correct two device errors and an inherent fault, even though this
fault is in the check bits.

B. On-chip Redundancy Parity

DUO SDDC, as it is defined so far, cannot correct simul-

taneous coarse-grained operational faults and more than one

inherent fault (Tab. III). Given expected future inherent fault

rates, it is desirable to expand DUO SDDC to handle two

inherent faults in the same codeword that also exhibits a coarse-

grained operational fault. We do so in the common case by

utilizing the remaining half-symbol (4 bits) redundancy in

each codeword. We develop a scheme that uses these 4 bits to

protect only the on-chip check bits. We call this mechanism on-
chip redundancy parity (ORP). ORP takes a checksum of the

on-chip redundancy information across whole memory block.

For the DDR4 ×4 ECC DIMM, ORP computes two 2-bit sums,

each across the 4 2-bit blocks of an RS symbol stored in the in-

DRAM redundancy bits.5 For the DDR4 ×8 and DDR5∗ ×4

ECC DIMMs, ORP uses the 4 bits as 4 slices of bitwise parity,

with each chip contributing one bit to each slice. Before each

trial of burst erasure decoding, we first correct the on-chip

redundancy of the corresponding device with a RAID-like

5Reconstructing two 2-bits needs exhaustive 4 trials to infer an error value
for some cases (e.g., two 2-bits from the same RS symbol).
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scheme using this ORP checksum. If this check-bit correction

succeeds, it reduces the amount of redundancy needed to

correct the rest of the failed chip(s) from 5 check symbols

to 4 (DDR4 ×4 ECC DIMM), or from 9 check symbols to

8 (DDR4 ×8 or DDR5∗ ×4 ECC DIMM). This frees up an

extra check symbol (per failed chip), allowing DUO SDDC

to correct up to two inherent faults in the common case in

addition to coarse-grained operational faults.

One caveat of ORP is that it guarantees that up to two

inherent faults can be corrected only as long as the scaling
errors are located in the data region of the memory block being
decoded (Fig. 5a). If any scaling error occurs in the on-chip

redundancy, the RAID-like correction procedure fails and it is

not possible to correct both scaling errors (Fig. 5b). In this case,

the error is uncorrectable, and the high detection capability of

DUO SDDC ensures there is only a minimal chance of silent

data corruption. Then, correction without ORP is attempted

(Fig. 5c). ORP does not spoil the correction capability of

burst erasure decoding; DUO SDDC maintains the ability to

correct any single inherent fault along with a coarse-grained

operational fault. In summary, ORP is an optimization that

expands the correction capability by saving check symbols

in the common case, yet maintains high detection capability

in the worst case; overall DUO SDDC are summarized in

Tab. III.

C. Decoding Latency

Expected primary decoding latency. The multi-error RS

correction decoding uses the Berlekamp–Massey (BM) algo-

rithm [50], or a derivative of it. This algorithm is iterative and

effectively computes information for one error per iteration (in

technical terms, generates the error polynomial one degree

per iteration). The algorithm is serial and its runtime is

proportional to the number of corrected error symbols [37].

While the worst-case primary decoding of DUO SDDC is

thus 6 times higher than current ECC schemes (taking up to

12 memory cycles), the expected decoding latency is small

because multi-symbol errors are very rare. With inherent fault

rates of 10-5–10-6, 99.4%–99.94% of all 64B data blocks are

expected to not have any inherent faults. Furthermore, most

erroneous memory blocks have just one or two symbol errors

since the likelihood that multiple errors occur within the same

memory transfer block decreases exponentially as the number

of simultaneous errors increases. Tab. IV shows the estimated

expected overall decoding latency of DUO SDDC, which is

effectively equivalent to that of current SDDC.

Expected secondary decoding latency. The decoding la-

tency of DUO SDDC’s secondary correction is also small.

The combined erasure and random error RS decoding algo-

rithm [48] has a small additional latency overhead because

much of the calculation can be already performed using

erasures in the initial iteration. The secondary correction

can handle up to 2 scaling errors in addition to the erasures.

If no scaling errors exist and the failed chip is known, the

×4 DDR4 ×8 or DDR5∗ ×4 ×4 non-ECC

RS decoding
6E or 6E 4E1C + 1E

+ Burst erasure 2C + 1E 1C + 1E 1C + 1E
+ ORP 2C + 2E* 1C + 2E* N/A

* for most errors (2-symbol common but 1-symbol worst-case correction)

Tab. III: The correction capability of DUO SDDC. C and E stand
for chip failure and independent errors, respectively.

Primary inherent fault rate 10-6 inherent fault rate 10-5

decoding
rate

expected
rate

expected
# of overhead overhead overhead

errors (ns) (ns) (ns)

0 1.67 9.99e-1 1.67e+0 9.94e-1 1.66e+0
1 3.33 6.12e-4 2.04e-3 6.08e-3 2.03e-2
2 5 1.87e-7 9.36e-7 1.86e-5 9.31e-5

3 6.67 3.80e-11 2.54e-10 3.78e-8 2.52e-7

4 8.33 5.78e-15 4.83e-14 5.75e-11 4.80e-10

5 10 7.03e-19 7.05e-18 7.00e-15 7.01e-13

6 11.67 7.12e-23 8.32e-22 7.08e-17 8.27e-16

overall expected
1.67ns 1.68ns

decoding latency

Secondary burst erasure brute force

# of errors 9 devices 18 devices

Common case 3.33ns 109.64ns 2.03μs
Worst case 13.33ns 121.64ns 2.04μs

Tab. IV: The expected overhead of DUO SDDC. We assume 2
cycles (1.2Ghz I/O freq.) for detection (syndrome generation)
and encoding, and 2 cycles per symbol (two iterations of BM)
during RS decoding.

algorithm terminates after one iteration (common cse), which

corresponds to a total of two DRAM cycles (3.33ns). Similarly,

after at most another two iterations (6.67ns), the algorithm

can terminate because any further iterations will not yield

correctable errors. In the rare case that ORP fails because of a

scaling error within the check bits of a functioning chip (fewer

than 6.25% of scaling errors occur in this region), correction

is reattempted without ORP (worst case), requiring at most

another 6.67ns. In other words, the worst-case correction

requires 13.33ns but nearly all require just 3.33ns.

Identifying the failed-chip location using the brute-force

search requires 9 decoding attempts for the ×8 DDR4 and

×4 DDR5∗ ECC DIMMs, because each has 9 chips per rank.

The initial decoding step is common to all attempts and takes

1.67ns. Each failed attempt takes the worst case additional

13.33ns. A successful attempt takes at most 13.33ns and

3.33ns at best. Hence, the brute-force search requires 109.64ns
(or at most 121.64ns). This only happens once per operational

fault because the location of the failure is then logged at the

memory controller and used as a hint for future secondary

decodings. A 122ns bubble that is expected to occur just once

every several years for each DIMM has no impact on system

operation. Similarly, the worst case latency of brute force

decoding for a ×4 DDR4 ECC DIMM with one erroneous

device is 18 trials and one with two erroneous devices is

153 trials—a maximum decoding latency that is just 2.04μs.

In contrast, the diagnostics steps proposed for XED take far

longer. In addition to being untested, the expected bubble

when encountering and operational fault is at least 0.64ms—a

number high enough to possibly affect some latency-sensitive

operations.
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VI. EVALUATION METHODS

We evaluate the reliability and performance impact of DUO

and compare it with state-of-the-art ECC schemes. For relia-

bility, we use a two-stage Monte Carlo simulation framework

(Section VI-A) to measure the DUE and SDC probabilities

over 10 billions iterations. For our performance evaluation, we

use gem5 [51] integrated with DRAMsim2 [52]. We measure

the relative IPC and DRAM energy consumption of 100M

instructions (after fast-forwarded 500M-2B instructions) for

different ECC organizations.

A. Reliability Evaluation

Our reliability evaluation framework is based on a two-stage

Monte Carlo simulation, which is designed to simultaneously

consider both inherent and operational faults. The first simula-

tion stage is similar to Roberts et al. [53]; we randomly inject

operational faults into a DRAM channel based on published

fault rates [20]. We double the DRAM banks and quadruple the

rows to accommodate 16GB DIMMs. To better evaluate ECC

schemes against operational faults, we use detailed fault modes

broken down by the number of failing DRAM I/O pins. Once

faults are identified by the first stage, they are mapped onto

bit/pin/word/chip faults. A bit fault has a single bit-error within

the block. A pin/word/chip fault constrains errors to a single

data pin/single chip and single beat/single chip, respectively.

These models represent faults at different DRAM structures

(e.g., cells, mats, or sense-amplifiers), and match the fault

modes in recent DRAM field studies [20, 27, 54].

The second stage of our Monte Carlo simulation generates

random errors based on the underlying fault models, assuming

that each bit within a corrupted region has a 50% flipping

probability (but error-free pattern is excluded). When a fault

is injected, we first check whether the fault can be overlapped

with older injected faults or not, based on addresses and

coverage of fault modes. The generated error is then passed

through an ECC decoder to determine whether the errors are

correctable, detectable, or miscorrected. Undetected errors

and miscorrected errors are categorized as SDC, whereas

uncorrectable (detectable) errors are categorized as DUE.

To show the robustness of DUO, we use two error models

for inherent faults. The first error model is based on a simple

assumption that the inherent faults are permanent; prior work

evaluates reliability based on this error model. To increase

fidelity, our model also has a simple manufacturing yield

component that introduces some non-linearity by sparing or

scrapping highly faulty DRAM chips before they are deployed.

As the second error model, we employ an error model based

on VRT modeling [23]. The main benefit of this model is

that intermittent inherent faults can be modeled in addition to

permanent inherent faults. Inherent faults are parameterized by

an error activation probability, a—permanent inherent faults

can be modeled with ap ≈ 1 since they almost always generate

errors, while intermittent inherent faults may have ai � 1. We

set the rate of permanent inherent faults p to be higher than

Operational fault rates [20]
mode transient permanent

single bit 14.2 18.6

single word 1.4 0.3

single column 1.4 5.6

single row 0.2 8.2

single bank 0.8 10.0

multiple bank 0.3 1.4

multiple rank 0.9 2.8

Inherent Faults Parameters [23]

intermittent permanent

rate 10-5 10-6 −10-4

activation prob. 10-7 −10-5 1

Tab. V: Summary of parameters, fault rates, and target ECC
schemes. Operational faults are in FIT / device.

Processor
Number of cores 4

Clock speed 3.4GHz
Issue width 8

Number of ROB entries 192

Cache Hierarchy
L1D 32KB/ 8-way / 4 cycles
L2 1MB / 8-way / 12 cycles
L3 8MB / 16-way / 36 cycles

DRAM Memory ×4 16GB DIMM (DDR4-2400)
Timing (cycles) tCL− tCCDL(WR)− tFAW − tBL

w/o IECC 16−6−16−4
w/ IECC 18−24−36−4

DUO SDDC 16−6−16−5

ECC latency (cycles) RD FIFO WR FIFO

SDDC [14] +3 +2
DUO SDDC +8 +2

Current (mA) IDD0 - IDD3N - IDD4R - IDD4W - IDD5

w/o IECC 43 - 38 - 110 - 103 - 250
w/ IECC 53 - 54 - 191 - 274 - 251

DUO SDDC 43.2 - 38.3 - 111.6 - 104.2 - 251.1

Tab. VI: Simulation parameters for the performance and power
evaluation. The parameters are based on DDR4-2400, the I/O
bus frequency of which is 1.2GHz.

or equal to 10-6. We also assume periodic memory scrubbing

with a 83-hour interval to prevent the accumulation of transient

and inherent errors.

B. Performance Evaluation

To quantify performance, we use gem5 [51] integrated with

DRAMSim2 [52] and run homogeneous multi-programmed

SPEC CPU 2006 workload mixes with one program per

core [55]. The parameters for the 4 CPU cores are based on

the Intel E7-4470 (Haswell), and DRAM timing and power

parameters are based on Micron DDR4-2400 memory [56].

Due to a lack of publicly available information regarding

changes in DRAM timing parameters due to IECC, we esti-

mate these changes based on the DDR4 specification [15] and

the expected internal operations to the best of our knowledge.

For example, a longer column-to-column delay (tCCDL) is

expected for write commands within the same bank group.

One more cycle is added to the burst length duration (tBL)

of DUO. To simulate ECC performance overhead, we delay

memory responses with RD/WR FIFO queues. We assume

that both encoding/decoding of IECC and encoding/syndrome

generation of rank-level ECC take 2 cycles [3]. We configure

the decoding latency of RECC (RS codes) based on the number

of correctable symbols as summarized in Tab. IV.
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Fig. 6: The DUE and SDC probabilities of the different ECC schemes over time. We sweep the permanent fault rate (p), the
intermittent fault rate (pi) and the inherent fault activation probability (ai). p=10-6 for (c), (d), (g), and (h).

DRAM operations consume more power with in-DRAM

ECC due to the 6.25% redundant cells, overfetching, and

read-modify-writes. Similar to the DRAM timing parameters,

we project the current parameters based on the differences

between ×4 and ×8 devices. For example, while ×4 devices

require an IDD0 of 43mA to activate a 4Kb row buffer, a ×8

device requires 46mA for activating a 8Kb row buffer.6 That is,

activating 4Kb more cells requires only 3mA-higher current,

when assuming the same background power consumption level.

Since IECC needs to activate bigger row buffers (of 17Kb)

because of on-chip redundancy and overfetch, We estimate that

a ×4 device with IECC will require about 53mA for IDD0. To

measure DRAM energy, we use the Micron power model [57].

The parameters used for our performance and power evaluation

are summarized in Tab. VI.

VII. EVALUATION RESULTS

A. Reliability

The correction capability of DUO SDDC is on par with

or better than the state of the art ECC schemes in the presence

of both operational and inherent faults. Figs. 6a and 6b

show the DUE probabilities of the ECC schemes over time,

varying the rate of permanent inherent faults p from 10-4 to

10-6. The DUE probabilities of XED increase more rapidly

than with other schemes as p increases as multi-bit errors

occurs more frequently. This is because XED relies on weak

IECC correction against the multi-device multi-bit error cases.

Unlike XED, DUO SDDC maintains high correction capability

by correcting multi-device errors with both its primary and

secondary correction mechanisms: primary correction handles

the co-located multiple inherent faults (with no coarse-grained

operational faults), and secondary correction handles the

coarse-grained faults co-located with up to two inherent faults.

6IDD0, IDD3N, IDD4R/IDD4W, and IDD5 are the DRAM activation
current, active standby current, operating burst read/write current, and burst
refresh current, respectively. (See [56] for details.)

The detection capability of DUO SDDC is appropriate

for highly-reliable systems because of its low SDC probability.

Figs. 6e and 6f show the SDC probabilities of the ECC

schemes over time. SDDC +IECC has weak correction capabil-

ities, but it maintains strong detection and provides lower SDC

probabilities than XED. Due to its longer codeword, Bamboo

shows much stronger detection capability than normal SDDC,

whereas its correction capability is not significantly better

than SDDC. While XED suffers from an increasing SDCs

as p grows, DUO SDDC maintains a superior level of error

detection.

DUO SDDC is robust against intermittent inherent
faults. Figs. 6c and 6d show the DUE probabilities of the ECC

schemes when considering the intermittent inherent faults

in addition to permanent inherent faults. Similarly, Figs. 6g

and 6h show the SDC probabilities of the ECC schemes. We

sweep the activation probability (ai) of intermittent inherent

faults while maintaining a modest impact from permanent

inherent faults by setting p=10-6. Here, we evaluate the ECC

schemes in harsher conditions and observe more frequent

intermittent inherent faults. While DUO SDDC does not

show dramatic reliability degradation, the other schemes show

significantly increased DUE and SDC probabilities as the

impact of intermittent inherent faults increases (by increasing

ai). This is mainly because multiple devices simultaneously

suffer from multi-bit errors as more intermittent inherent

faults are injected and generating errors. While the primary

correction of DUO SDDC is very strong against the multi-bit

multi-device errors from the increased inherent faults—it can

correct up to 6 error symbols regardless of error location—the

other ECC schemes rely on weak correction capability when

multiple devices have severe errors.

DUO offers high reliability for future DRAM and non-
ECC DIMMs. Fig. 7 shows the DUE and SDC probabilities

of DUO SDDC and XED for DDR5∗. The permanent inherent

fault rate is set to p = 10-6, similar to Fig. 6. With only
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Fig. 7: DDR5∗ ×4 DRAM. We sweep the intermittent fault
rate (pi) and the inherent fault activation probability (ai). The
permanent fault rate (p) is held constant at p=10-6.
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Fig. 8: Non-ECC DIMM (same parameter setup as Fig. 7).

permanent inherent faults, DUO SDDC’s DUE and SDC

probabilities are on par with SDDC without any inherent faults

(Figs. 7a and 7c). Even in a harsh condition with intermittent

inherent faults (pi = 10-5 and ai = 10-5), DUO SDDC’s DUE

and SDC probabilities are only slightly increased, and are still

on par with the SDDC-level baseline (Figs. 7b and 7d). XED

for DDR5∗ experiences significant reliability degradation with

respect to both DUE and SDC.

Fig. 8 shows the reliability evaluation of non-ECC DIMMs.

Due to coarse-grained operational faults, all the ECC schemes

show relatively low reliability. Compared to IECC, however,

DUO ECC substantially lowers both DUE and SDC prob-

abilities: DUO VRT for 12.5% redundancy (HEC) shows

impressively low SDC probability as it is extremely unlikely to

miscorrect, even with device failures. Although DUO SDDC

shows much lower DUE probability with lower inherent fault

rates, because it can tolerate a failed device (Fig. 8a), its

aggressive correction results in more miscorrections than

DUO VRT (Figs. 8c and 8d). Note that with a high rate of

intermittent faults, IECC has a 100% failure probability: IECC

SEC almost certainly exhibits an SDC, which is why its DUE

rate appears lower than that of IECC SECDED.

(a) ×4 ECC DIMM

(b) DDR5∗ ×4 ECC DIMM
Fig. 9: Performance & DRAM energy comparison. BW use
higher than 1GB/s is “high” (shaded).

B. Performance and Energy

DUO degrades system performance little for most ap-
plications and it outperforms IECC. Fig. 9 compares the

performance between DUO and IECC-based schemes (we ex-

pect that XED shows roughly the same performance as IECC).

Although both schemes show on average 2–5% performance

degradation for all three configurations, variations exist in

the performance degradation among benchmark applications.

While detailed information is omitted here, we sorted and

divided applications into high and low BW usage to show

intense memory usage degrades performance. For IECC, the

overheads discussed in Section IV-A (read-modify-write and

increased CAS latency from IECC decoding) degrade perfor-

mance of memory-intensive applications by up to 30%. On the

other hand, DUO shows less performance degradation than

IECC (up to about 10% for memory-intensive applications)

despite longer bursts higher decoding latency at the rank-level,

because the overheads of IECC are avoided.

DUO can save DRAM energy consumption relative to
IECC. Fig. 9 also compares the DRAM energy consumption

of DUO to that IECC-based schemes. DUO offers signifi-

cantly better DRAM energy efficiency. For memory-intensive

applications, IECC spends 13–20% more DRAM energy on

average (and up to 63% with libquantum at ×4 ECC DIMM)

than ECC DIMM without IECC, due to overfetching and read-

modify-write operations. On the other hand, DUO shows a

more modest increase of 4–14% on average, akin to the normal

expectations for an ECC-protected system.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

We present an alternative use of on-chip redundancy (DUO)

and a novel ECC design that utilize the benefits of DUO in

order to achieve high reliability. We conclude that IECC, a

current solution for DRAM scaling, not only uses on-chip

redundancy inefficiently but also degrades performance and

DRAM energy efficiency because of a granularity mismatch

between codeword and access data. In contrast, DUO avoids

the mismatch issue and achieves a slightly better performance
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and significant DRAM energy saving for memory-intensive

applications. Moreover, DUO can efficiently handle the in-

creasing inherent faults due to continued scaling, and its

robustness is proved by considering two different inherent

fault-error models and narrow channel future DRAM.
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